SPORTS COMMENT

These warm spring days remind us that the baseball season is just around the well-trodden corner. Tethered numbers groups were to be seen working out short time now both the class teams and the dorm teams will be going through their paces. No schedules have been released yet for other leagues but they should be out soon. The dorm basketball season will start shortly after the baseball season is finished with the last matches of this sport to be held Thursday night.

Coach Gulick has a chance to take another bow for the baseball title, but Atkinson has a slight lead in percentage points at present. Neither team rolls tonight, but both have their respective seasons Thursday. Atkinson meets Ware and if the present leaders take three points in that match they will have clinched first place. Wahlott meets Hayden and must take all four points to tie Atkinson in case the latter is held down in a mere 7:3 points by Ware. Hayden took one point from Wahlott last week and they have exchanged Wags previously, so that on the basis of comparative showings it looks as though the present leaders have the honors pretty well sewed up.

Turning from the fraternities to the student bodies, the results of the inter- fraternity hockey max smooth tea championships (Phi Beta Epsilon) the winners of which are Phi Beta Kappas. Hayden was the winning team in the Emerson Cup Tourney, while Eder and Newman are playing their semi-final round match.

As a result of their fine showing last spring, the 150 pound varsity crew recently received a new shell and yes—with all due formality it was christened. In the presence of a cheering crowd of oarsmen Dr. Allan Winter recently received a new shell and yes—with all due formality it was christened. In the presence of a cheering crowd of oarsmen Dr. Allan Winter

Rowe performed the honors. After a short preliminary speech, he, with a

CLIP AND MAIL TODAY!

Camel CARAVAN with Cilla Lena Orchestra, Stearnge and Fred, Connie Russell, Every Tuesday and Thursday at 7 P.M., E.S.T.—9 P.M., M.S.T.—9 P.M., P.S.T., over WABC-Columbia Network

How are YOUR nerves?

Are you the kind of wide-awake, "on-your-toes" person who hates to be kept waiting?

Then you should be doubly careful about jangled nerves.

If you find yourselfnormally

Smoke as many as you want—They never jangle your nerves!

Impatience?

No. It's jangled nerves
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